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Description
CQuentia was created as a comprehensive analytics platform for personalized medicine,
integrating genetic test results from our CLIA-certified laboratory with scientific knowledge and
clinical action. We are uniquely positioned to gather and apply both electronic medical record data
and genomic data toward predictive and prescriptive frontiers in clinical medicine. We are a team
designed to serve this purpose and have unique members that are totally complementary –
experts including physicians, scientists, clinical quality officers, health economics individuals,
laboratory and genetics operators, sales team, data scientists, and engineers. There are many
fields that we traverse and although there are competitors in each small subject, there truly is no
other company today that has the breadth and depth that we have.

We use best in class Illumina Next Generation Sequencing machines, our own interpretation and
reporting software, proprietary data analytics, and clinically actionable reporting tools to drive
physician adoption to improve outcomes. What separates CQuentia from all other genetic
companies is our platform-agnostic approach to deliver our solutions, the ability to integrate into
any EMR system and create physician-specific reports and alerts that are personalized to the
patients’ DNA and medication list. CQuentia is the exception in the genomics space because we
own all the outlined technology which is provided through a suite of products that deliver
actionable medical results-oriented reporting and curated predictive and prescriptive analytics all
targeted to produce a meaningful ROI for our clients. We serve the hospital, payer, ACO, selfinsured employer, and consumer. As a result, CQuentia delivers value across the healthcare
continuum ensuring results today and readiness tomorrow. The leader in the new frontier of
genomic testing—delivering personalized healthcare one patient at a time.
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Diversity.com is the most trusted and affordable resource for any organization in search of diverse
professionals, managers and executives. Founded in September 2000, Diversity.com is a privately
held, 100% African American family owned small business with headquarters in Atlanta, GA. We
market our recruitment services nationwide to all types of industries, organizations and
communities with particular emphasis on attracting talented science, technology, education and
medical savvy men and women.
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